LISTENING TO THE PEOPLE
LABOR HAS IGNORED

April 05th, 2012

Following the release of its homelands and outstations policy last week, the Country Liberals have tonight launched the first of a series of information campaigns expressing the views of Territorians.

Opposition leader, Terry Mills said the series of advertisements, to be aired on Imparja, Southern Cross, YouTube and Facebook, will allow Territorians to have their voices heard.

“The Country Liberals have decided to air a small selection of some of the concerns we have been hearing for the past four years.

“People have told us that Labor is ignoring them, that their policies are failing, and that some of the Shires are actually driving people from communities into town through lack of servicing.”

“Particularly they say the Henderson Government’s lack of investment in homelands and outstations is forcing people off country and into urban towns, where they are forced to live on the streets.

“They say their quality of life has been reduced under Labor because of over-crowding in their homes and the subsequent culture of alcoholism and anti-social behavior this causes for those forced into urban centers.

“Labor has failed to act on economic opportunities in the bush that could provide young people with much-needed jobs rather than be confined to a life of welfare and misery.

“Instead of dismissing these issues like Labor, the Country Liberals will give people a voice.

“We are determined to develop the bush and encourage people to stay on their country.

“Country Liberals have committed $50million over four years to help repair, maintain and upgrade homelands/outstations dwellings to assist and encourage people to stay on their country.

“We believe this will not only help those living in the bush, but will improve
the lives of all Territorians.

Further comment: Terry Mills 0418 833 594

To watch the advertisement click the link below:

http://youtu.be/_pyGmW8wH3Q